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THE LAST WORD IN MEDICINE READ BY TOP MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS

THE
SECRET
WHY
DOCTORS
DON’T GO TO
THE DOCTOR
THE GROWING POPULARITY OF
‘OFF THE GRID’ MEDICINE WITH

FROM THE PUBLISHER
THE GROWING POPULARITY OF
‘OFF THE GRID’ MEDICINE
medical facilities which are 'off the
grid'. They are making their appointments at clinics and specialty centers
with zero affiliation with any major
hospital system or large health care
network.

for an MRI, CT Scan or colonoscopy. The ‘dirty secret’ is many do
care--and somehow that information
will get to someone else in the hospital system. It does happen—more
often than you think.

I find that hard to believe, with
34.9 million patients in the U.S.,
that few medical records were
compromised in 2019. Digest this
statistic—according to HIPAA
Journal, health care data breaches
doubled in 2020. In fact, between
2009 and 2020—an 11-year spread—
more than 81% of the patients in the
U.S. have had their medical records
There is a ‘dirty secret’ in the medi- compromised — some from theft,
cal community about why doctors
but many for what is called
and other medical professionals don't “impermissible exposure”.
go to the doctor (or go on a regular
basis). It's all about privacy and asThe doctors who run such facilities
sumptions.
are independent, as well as their staff
and charting systems. For
Imagine that you're a career surgeon many doctors, this is a
and you go for a colonoscopy -- just relief. They can be seen
having your name on the list or in a for their annual checknetworked EMR, unfortunately, for
ups, get their labs drawn
some staff of, say, a large health care --and their employer
network--well, it should not happen, never knows they may
but staff talks.
be diabetic or have a
polyp or cyst--or even
The large health care networks are heart disease. Being
the places many doctors stay away
treated 'off the grid'
from because someone may see their means the EMR is only
chart who should not. HIPAA guide- accessible at that private
lines should prevent that and keep
facility.
charts and patient lists confidential. The largest hospital systems will Executives will read
tell you it happens very little or not at this and think breaches
all.
never happen at their
hospital--or that they
In fact, physicians and other medi- even care when a physical professionals are starting to go to cian is on the schedule

There are many 'off the grid'
options in southeast Texas--which,
to this managing editor of this newsletter, may be the best options for
privacy for medical professionals or
anyone who wants to see a doctor
without the world knowing it.

By John Maisonville
Managing Editor
Echelon
john@unifyinghealthcenter.com
*This article is news & comment

As you may know, my column
‘From The Publisher' is news and
comment. I personally know more
than 200 physicians in a variety of
specialties--Internal Medicine, Emergency Medicine, Family Practice,
Gastroenterology, OG/GYN and a
variety of surgeons. As well as,
many nurses, mid-levels and health
care executives.

*Sign up today with Unifying
Health Center, see the savings and
experience quality ’Off the Grid’
health care:
Call 713-893-6222 or go to:
www,unifyinghealthcenter.com

INTERNAL MEDICINE & WELLNESS

FREEDOM AND EXCLUSIVITY ARE
BENEFITS OF CONCIERGE MEDICINE
By Yash D. Pathak, MD BC IM / Focus on
Health & Wellbeing and Laser Therapy
Unifying Health Center
DrYash@unifyinghealthcenter.com

Privacy has always been an issue with
medicine since technology has intertwined
with charting systems and medical devices.

recredentialed at a hospital, but an MRI
shows that he or she has a brain tumor.
The sad truth about that scenario is in many
cases others will find out about that diagnosis—people who should not have the right to
know. Places where there are large staffs
and vast IT networks have greater vulnera-

Electronic medical records (EMR) provides
ease of access of information as appointments are made, emergencies unfold and
information is shared between facilities. It
works the same way with imaging and other
medical services.
HIPPA only goes so far when it comes to
patient privacy. An average hacker can
break into any hospital system’s network—
it’s happened with hospitals, banks even
energy pipelines. IT security is a concern
for everyone—including patients and doctors.
Here is the dirty secret many medical professionals or high-profile people in the public bilities when it comes to privacy.
eye will not talk about—needed to see a
There are many high profile people who
doctor ‘Off the Grid’ via concierge medicine.
come through the Houston area every day—
What do I mean by that? It means such
many live here, too. A sports figure walks
people are so concerned about their privacy, into a hospital and it makes the news. We
they do not want to go to a facility which has have all seen that first-hand and it’s not
a vast IT network where a chart at one facili- right. That sports figure is entitled to their
ty can be pulled up at another one with or
patient privacy as much as anyone.
without someone’s knowledge.
This is why many people in medicine
‘Off the Grid’ medicine also means that
choose to go ‘Off the Grid’. They do not
many times doctors or other medical profes- want everyone to know their ‘medical busisionals don’t want others to know that they ness’.
have been to the doctor. Our concierge platUnifying Health Center prides itself when it
form provides that extra privacy.
comes to privacy. Many physicians and othImagine this—a doctor is about to be
ers come to us just for that reason. The U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services
states that between 2009 and 2019 there
were 3,054 medical breaches, with exposure
of 230,954,151 medical records—just think
about the magnitude of such breaches.
Unifying Health Center offers you privacy,
exclusivity and freedom with your appointments. When you come here, you don’t
need to worry about wearing dark glasses
and hat. Our ‘Off the Grid’ system allows for
physicians and high-profile patient to see a
doctor and maintain the privacy they deserve.

Every clinic and hospital system should
provide what we provide at Unifying Health
Center. The reality is, they don’t. You will
see the difference with our ‘Off the Grid’
medicine—with YOU having control over
your medical history and medical records,
not some conglomerate — schedule your
appointment with me today and see the difference with Unifying Health Center.

*Call 713-893-6222 and schedule your
appointment to learn more about our
membership-model of medicine and be in
control of your health care.
Contact Dr. Yash Pathak via email at:
DrYash@unifyinghealthcenter.com

LATEST WITH LASER
BACK PAIN EASED WITH LASER TREATMENT—
NO NEEDLES AND NO DRUGS APPROACH
By Yash D. Pathak, MD BC IM / Focus on
Health & Wellbeing and Laser Therapy
Unifying Health Center

Time and time again we see
patients who have lived with back
pain for so long, they make it
part of their daily life. It is a sad
scenario.

but, in a round-about way, we are
saving lives as well.

Unifying Health Center is improving the quality of life for
many patients with our MLS Infrared Laser Therapy for back
pain.

As we say in our television commercial, “Why
live in pain when a
better quality of life is
just a few laser treatments away.”

Imagine being able to get out
of bed with no pain—or picking
up a bag of groceries, your child
or grandchild without a shooting, burning or radiating pain.
Our laser therapy protocol for
lumbosacral pain does not require any numbing (so no topical or use of needles and no
drugs). You simply feel a slight
warmth, similar to being close to
a small heater.
With the opioid crisis out of
control in the U.S., being able to
offer a drug-free approach to easing
back pain is a relief within itself.
According to data gathered by the
CDC and posted on Search and
Rescue USA, in 2019, 137 people
died every day in our country from
opioid overdose. Many of those fatalities started as patients getting a
prescription from a doctor. We do
not prescribe opioids at Unifying
Health Center. Our approach to
back pain not only is giving people
better quality of life with less pain,

No need to live with back pain or
any pain call Unifying Health Center
at 713-893-6222 to
set up your appointment
today.

If you have a question
for Dr. Yash Pathak related to this article
email him at:
Courtesy: C.Anatomy

DrYash@unifyinghealthcenter.com

PUBLISHING CLINIC
THE SEVEN COSTLY MISTAKES WHEN
CHOOSING YOUR BOOK PUBLISHER
are done in haste, details can be
missed.
By Melanie Johnson
CEO, Elite Online Publishing

melanie@eliteonlinepublishing.com

Also,‘7 Costly Mistakes When
Choosing A Publisher’ points out
how you should not just focus on

duction process and launch of your
book—read our book first, before
you start yours!

There are many of you who have
plenty of material to publish a
book—especially doctors.
Many of you have research or
medical topics that you want the
general public to know about—or
your hobbies such as art, poetry or
music. You know there is enough
material for a book—now, you
need to find a publisher.
A #1 Best Seller (a must have in
my view for any aspiring author) is
titled ‘7 Costly Mistakes When
Choosing A Publisher’. This will
save you money, time and maybe
even save your book! Finding the
right publisher is everything—it’s
like buying the right home, the
right vehicle or landing the job that
is just right for you.
It’s co-authored with my Elite
Online Publishing business partner the printing or how the book will
Jenn Foster.
look. There are so many other priorities you need to consider with
Our book details, step by step,
your publisher, first.
things you should consider when
choosing your publisher—such as ‘7 Costly Mistakes When Choosspeed over quality when it comes ing A Publisher’ will save you
to putting your book together and time, money and empower you to
marketing it. It’s not just about
find the right publisher for your
‘”getting it to print”—when things book. You deserve a smooth pro-

USE ASIN: B0786QL45B
*Melanie Johnson is the CEO of
Elite Online Publishing — she is a
former television station owner, news
anchor and former Miss Michigan.
You can reach Melanie via email at:
melanie@eliteonlinepublishing.com
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CONCIERGE MEDICINE

INFERTILITY & WEIGHT LOSS

MEDICAL BILLING

Need our services? Use this link: https://forms.gle/iZZQhiyAHdjyQnj38

LASER

Dr. Yash D. Pathak, MD
Board Certified ternal Medicine

CALL 713-893-6222

FINANCIAL

MEDICAL SERVICE

FULL SERVICE PEST CONTROL

713-222-7378

Professional, Friendly &
Certified Staff

Family Owned &

American Made Company

•
•

•

$50 OFF
When you sign up for
Bulls Eye’s quarterly
service plan

Bulls Eye even has a set of twin
crew members...DOUBLE POWER
to fight pests & termites!

•

BBB A+ Rating
4.9 Star Review on
Google
Full service pest &
termite control
We service anywhere
in the Houston area

www.bullseyepest.net

CALL: 713-222-7378
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20% OFF
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